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Abstract

In the Austrian part of the Habsburg monarchy, official statistics were controlled by the Vienna central authorities 
(the Central Statistical Commission, Ministry of Commerce and other ministries) and statistical offices of local 
authorities in the individual countries (Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and others), whose competences were very  
limited. Insufficient cooperation and coordination of activities of these statistical offices had been subject 
to criticism as well as the lack of general reporting obligations.

The Czechoslovakian Act regulating the state statistics approved by the Revolutionary National Assembly, 
three months after the establishment of a new state centralized statistical service to the Statistical State Council 
as a Deputy Authority and the State Statistical Office as an executive body, and also enacted general reporting 
obligations and guarantees of consistent protection of individual data. The current statute of the state statistical  
service in the Czech Republic is actually based on the same principles as the Act approved a century ago. 
The paper describes the emergence of Act No. 49/1919 and a long and complicated path leading to its fulfilment. 
The protracted problem was also the post of the chairman of both statistical authorities and the provision 
of a suitable object for activity of the State Statistical Office.
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INTRODUCTION
During the celebration of 100th anniversary of the birth of an independent Czechoslovak state and its most 
important bodies held on 28th January 2019 also statisticians remembered 100 years since the adoption 
of the Act on Czechoslovak State Statistics, which established the State Statistical Office, a predecessor 
of current Czech Statistical Office.

The founding of the Czechoslovak state statistical service over the past century has been dealt with 
by a number of authors in specialized statistical literature, often at the occasion of various anniversaries. 
For example, Podzimek (1974 and 1989), 70 let (1989), Závodský (1999) etc., some of which were partly 
uncritical to the information and opinions received from the “father of Czechoslovakian statistics” 
D. Krejčí. In our contribution, based on original sources, we try to bring a somewhat new look 
at the events a hundred years ago.
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1 IN THE REVOLUTIONARY NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
On 14th November 1918, after the birth of the Czechoslovak Republic, the Revolutionary National Assembly 
(RNA), the non-elected state’s supreme representative body, started its activity. It operated until the spring 
1920, when the constitution was adopted, and the first parliamentary elections were held (when choosing 
its name, the representative body was inspired by the legislative assembly that came to light during the 
Great French Revolution – l´Assemblée nationale.) The mandates were distributed among the individual 
Czech political parties based on the results of the last (relatively democratic) elections to the House 
of Deputies of the Vienna Imperial Council in the year 1911. Politicians from Slovakia, who had not yet 
recognized democratic elections, delegated their representatives by themselves. Minority nationalities 
were not represented in the RNA.

Figure 1  Conference Hall of the Revolutionary National Assembly at Thun Palace in 1919

Source: Národní shromáždění (1919)

The Revolutionary National Assembly met in the building of the former Landtag in Bohemia 
in Sněmovní Street, in today’s the seat of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech 
Republic. Already the 22nd meeting of RNA took place on 28th January 1919. Roughly at 17 o’clock 
the chairman of RNA F. Tomášek interrupted the discussion about the issue of municipal elections 
and invited Karel Engliš, Member of the Parliament, to present a report of the social-political committee 
on its draft law on the organization of the statistical service in the new state. Professor of national economy 
at the Czech Technical University in Brno and Member of Parliament for the Czech Constitutionalist  
Party, K. Engliš, in his speech explained briefly and concisely the principles of the proposed law 
and the need for its rapid adoption. He also recommended that the Statistical State Council (SSC) 
should be established as an advisory and quaint body, State Statistical Office (SSO) as an executive body. 
The above mentioned authorities should centralize all the statistical service in the Republic and directly 
report to the Prime Minister. A more detailed organization cannot be enacted at present but will be  
defined by government regulation later. More details were available to the Members of Parliament 
in the report of the social-political Committee of 10th January (print 323).
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Present participants (more than two hundred from 256 Members of Parliament) listened to Engliš’s 
speech. No comments have been made, so it immediately passed to the vote. The Members of Parliament 
that agreed, stood up at the call of the chairman of RNA and he then proclaimed that it is the majority 

(it was voted four times, always on several 
successive paragraphs). Immediately thereafter, 
the chairmen asked “gentlemen“ (actually 8 women 
were members of RNA), to rise, if they agree 
with the text of the law also in the second (last) 
reading. He again declared the majority and thus 
the adoption of the law.3

The law was signed by the president T. G. 
Masaryk (it is not the first law signed by him, 
(as sometimes indicated) and also by the Prime 
Minister Kramář on behalf of the interior minister 
Švehla. The law was published within the stated 
eight-day period on 5th February 1919 in the 
Collection of Laws and Regulations (figure XI/1919) 
as Law No. 49 of 28th January 1919 Coll., about 
the Organization of Statistical Service, which 
became effective.

2  STATE AND LAND STATISTICS IN AUSTRIA-
HUNGARY

The organizational structure of official statistics 
in the Habsburg monarchy was rather complicated. 
Both Austria and Hungary had their own, entirely 
independent statistical service, organized differently 
in many ways. In the Austrian part of the monarchy, 
the representative of the state statistics was the I. r. 
Central Statistical Commission (K. k. statistische 
Zentralkommission), that was incorporated 

under the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Education. State statistics was, however, decentralized 
to a large extent. Majority of Austrian ministries founded their own statistical offices or bureaus. 
The most important was the Department of Commerce, with the competences covering statistics 
of foreign trade and trade with Hungarian part of monarchy, social statistics and partly also the statistics 
of industry and transport.

The individual countries of Cisleithania had some limited autonomy. First, various civil servants 
dealt with statistics of various provincial affairs (provincial elections, health and charity institutes, public 
buildings, etc.), later, specialized Land Statistical Offices were established (Bohemia 1897, Moravia 
1899,4 Silesia 1907). They overtook also the agricultural statistics under their competences in their 
countries.5

Note:  The law on the establishment of Masaryk University in Brno 
was approved by RNA also on 28th January 1919.

Source: Čs. statistický věstník, 1930, Vol. XI, p. 494a (F. Hlavica portrait)

3 Společná česko-slovenská digitální parlamentní knihovna – Národní shromáždění československé – stenoprotokoly.
4 Sometimes stated year 1893 is a mistake.
5 Closer see: Závodský and Šimpach (2018).

Figure 2   Karel Engliš as the first rector of Masaryk 
University (1919–1920)
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6 It is part of the territory of today's Croatia. Podzimek (1974, p. 109) replaced Slavonia for Slovenia, which was not part 
of Hungary.

7 Here we take the information from publication of former director of the Hungarian Statistical Office – Buday (1915).
8 Dobroslav Krejčí (1869–1936) graduated at the Faculty of Law of the Czech University in Prague (doctorate in 1891), 

then worked as a trainee lawyer.

The Land Statistical Offices operated independently of the Vienna Central Statistical Commission 
and were jealously guarding their small competencies. Their activity was partly coordinated 
by the Conference on Land Statistics (Konferenz für Landesstatistik). Its sessions took place alternately 
in various countries of Cisleithania and published statistical yearbooks of provincial governments.

In the Hungarian part of the monarchy the statistical service was centralized into the Royal Central 
Statistical Office of Hungary (Magyar Királyi Központi Statisztikai Hivatal) based in Budapest. It was 
subordinate to the Hungarian Ministry of Commerce. The only territory in Hungary with a certain 
autonomy – the Croatian-Slavonic Kingdom6 – had its own statistical office in Zagreb. Save for some 
exceptions (e.g. foreign trade statistics), this autonomous authority conducted all statistical surveys 
on the territory of Croatia-Slavonia exclusively 
by itself. In case of events related to Hungarian 
territory it was directed by the instructions from 
statistical office in Budapest.

Work conditions of the Hungarian Statistical 
Office were codified in 1897 by a special law.7 
The detailed plan of statistical surveys was 
submitted to the Hungarian Parliament for approval 
by the Minister of Trade. Persons and legal entities 
were also required to provide proper information 
for such investigations. The penalty for non-
compliance could be the search for necessary data 
at the expense of the culprit or fine. Interesting was 
the enforced obligation of village teachers to work 
as census commissioners in censuses and surveys 
on education. The law also provided the protection 
of individual data.

Let’s return to the territory of today’s Czech 
Republic. In the framework of its limited 
competencies and resources, the Land Statistical 
Office of the Bohemian Kingdom had developed 
extensive activities. It consisted of the Land 
Statistical Committee as the expert body of the 
advisory and quieter and the Land Statistical Bureau 
as an executive body. Since 1905 Dobroslav Krejčí8 

had been the head of the office. He had been employed there since its foundation and managed 
the office for whole 14 years only as Deputy Chief. The post of the Chief of Staff was not occupied 
to avoid a dispute with representatives of the German minority in Bohemia who demanded German office 
management. Even so, no consensus was found, many German districts and municipalities in Bohemia 
refused to provide required data.

In no area of activity of the Land Statistical Offices, a reporting duty was enacted, which meant 
permanent problems for these authorities. Reporting duty was imposed in the monarchy in only four cases 
by special legal norms. These included the census, the census of agricultural and trade businesses, foreign 

Source: Wikipedia (open encyclopedia), Dobroslav Krejčí [cit. 15.1.2019]

Figure 3  Dobroslav Krejčí
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trade statistics and “inter-trade” (trade between the Austrian and Hungarian parts of the monarchy). 
The Central Statistical Commission (not having any branches outside the capital) and other Viennese 
offices could, however, carry out their investigations in individual countries with the help of governorship 
and district governors, whose extensive powers ensured that respondents would not refuse to provide 
the required data. The authority of the Landtag in Bohemia and its executive body – the Land Committee, 
which the land statisticians could turn to, was, on the other hand, small. The Landtag was, in fact, blocked 
by the obstructions of German deputies from 1908, and, finally, in the sum-mer of 1913, it was together  
with the Land Committee dissolved by the imperial patents. It did not restore its activities until 
the demise of Austria-Hungary.

3  THE PATH TO THE CZECHOSLOVAK STATISTICAL LAW 
The Land Statistical Office performed less activity in Moravia. Besides the finances and deeper interest 
of the provincial politicians, it lacked a qualified and statistically enlightened personality, as was in Prague 
D. Krejčí with his co-workers.

The hope for change for the better appeared in June 1913 when Karel Engliš, extraordinary professor 
of national economy and statistics at the Czech Technical University in Brno, was elected to the Moravian 
Landtag.9 On 3rd February 1914, Engliš submitted a proposal of statistical law for Moravia, that would 
impose on municipalities and district road committees10 the obligation to provide the Land Statistical 
Office with the information for investigation approved by the Land Committee. As a penalty for 
non-provision of statistical data, it was determined that he necessary data were obtained at the cost 
of the offending institution (§ 3). This proposal signed another 41 Members of the Parliament.

Engliš’s proposal was approved with minor change by two committees of Landtag. On 28th February, 
it easily passed also its final reading in Moravian Landtag and after having been signed by the emperor 
and competent Austrian ministers it was promulgated on 18th December 1914 as Law No. 92/1914 
in the Moravian Land Code of Law. For the first time, a general (abstract) reporting duty was enacted 
in our territory.

By the irony of fate, the law came into force only at the time when the Land Statistical Office in Brno 
actually shut down its activities – after many of its staff was called to the army in relation with the outbreak 
of War. Engliš’s detailed proposal of the new Statute of the Land Statistical Office, which should have 
ensured its extension and improvement of its work, had failed to be discussed by the Landtag, because 
it was closed due to the declaration of war and its activity were not restored. 

The Land Statistical Office in Bohemian continued to a limited extent its work also during 
the First World War. It focused mainly on statistics of agriculture and food production, in which 
it was supported by the Vienna Ministry of Agriculture and the Prague governorship. Publishing 
activity was limited due to the lack of finance and confidentiality of survey results. Problems 
of war economy and especially rapid worsening supplies of the army and the population had 
increased the interest in economic statistics throughout the monarchy. The situation had evoked 
a discussion in professional circles about the need to reorganize the statistical service in the Austrian 
part of the monarchy. Vienna Professor of National Economics and senior representative of the Central 
Statistical Commission, Karl Přibram,11 published in monthly Statistische Monatschrift an article 

   9 Karel Engliš (1880–1961) was concerned mainly by statistics since his graduation at law faculty (1904) – at the Land 
Statistical Office in Prague (1904–1908) and at ministry of trade in Vienna (1908–1911).

10 Unlike Bohemia, there were no self-government authorities at the district level in Moravia; there were only district road 
committees, which were responsible only for the construction and management of district roads.

11 Karl Přibram (1877–1973) was born in an educated Jewish family in Prague and graduated here at the Law Faculty 
of the German University (1900).
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Die amtliche Statistik Österreichs am Scheidewege (Austrian official statistics at the crossroads), in which 
he criticized unsatisfactory state of the statistical service in Cisleithania (Přibram, 1915). He proposed, 
according to the organization of the Hungarian official statistics, also in the Austrian part of the monarchy 
to merge the statistical services of individual ministries with the Central Statistical Commission into one 
office superior to all land and municipal statistical offices.

Source:  Zákony a Nařízení zemská pro Markrabství Moravské (Laws and Land Regulations for Margrave Moravia), Vol. 1914, Iss. LIX, pp. 421

Figure 4  Moravian statistical law
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Figure 5  Title sheet of Krejčí’s article in Statistische Monatschrift

At the invitation of the discussion in the conclusion of Přibram’s article, D. Krejčí responded 
by a Czech article (Krejčí, 1916b) and later by its extended version published in Statistische Monatschrift 
under the same name as Přibram’s contribution (Krejčí, 1916a). Krejčí agreed with the opinion of Přibram 
about the need to enact a general reporting obligation. He also published his own concrete draft solution 
– experts should prepare as soon as possible a concise and clear “statistical law” that could be issued 
urgently during the time of Parliament’s closure in form of imperial regulation.

Source: Statistische Monatschrift. Vol. XXI (1916, p. 1)
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12 Minimum established by the rules of procedure of RNA was 20.
13 Společná česko-slovenská digitální parlamentní knihovna – Národní shromáždění československé – stenoprotokoly.

However, Krejčí argued with Přibram’s proposal on centralization of all statistical services in Austrian 
part of the monarchy. He suggested to solve the current unsatisfactory state by the coordination of the work 
of state and self-governing statistical authorities according to a single plan of all statistical actions. That 
would be gain for the land (or newly established) statistical authorities, which better know the specifics 
of their countries, are closer to the data sources and, therefore, have better prospects for successful data 
collection and control.

Polemics of Přibram and Krejčí continued in the spring 1916 in Vienna during their common visit 
of the President of Central Statistical Committee Viktor Mataja who took a neutral position in the dispute 
and called for further discussion with wider participation of experts (Krejčí, 1919, p. 2). Polemics, however, 
did not continue anymore. It was clear that the future reorganization of statistical service in the monarchy 
will necessarily depend on the reform of the entire state administration.

Already before 28th October 1918, D. Krejčí prepared the first version of the outline of the law 
on the organization of state statistics in the new state, which he presented after the putsch (2nd November) 
at economic-statistical committee of the National Committee. However, this commission soon ceased its 
activities. The National Committee was extended to the Revolutionary National Assembly. A constitutional 
constitution was adopted and a leading government Karel Kramář was appointed as PM of the government. 
Krejčí submitted to him his draft law together with an explanatory report on 22nd November (Krejčí, 
1919, pp. 4–5).

In spite of dramatic international and internal political situation of the new state, Krejčí pushed 
through the relentlessly rapid adoption of the law on state statistics. Four days later, he found a member 
of the RNA Engliš and passed his suggestions to him. Engliš (after the agreement with the Prime Minister 
Kramář) submitted a draft law as his own deputy proposal. However, Engliš made Krejčí’s proposal briefer 
and simpler to increase the chances for rapid adoption of the law. At that time, the law could contain 
only the main principles of the organization of state statistics, as there has not yet been a decision 
on the system of central offices of the republic nor on its division into territorial units. Engliš’s law proposal 
signed also by other 22 members of parliament12 was with a brief explanation printed as a parliamentary 
print number 147 dated 1st December 1918. Presidency of RNA passed the draft law for discussion 
to social-political committee (10th December).13

During December and the beginning of January in a number of places Engliš slightly amended  
the text of the concise statistical law, partly also according to the comments of D. Krejčí and his colleagues 
(J. Auerhan, J. Mráz). Social-political committee of RNA discussed the draft law on 9th January. Engliš, 
as the committee’s reviewer, explained in detail and justified the principles of the new law. Czechoslovak 
state statistics must be centralized into the Statistical State Council (SSC) as an advisory and decision-
making body and the State Statistical Office (SSO) as an executive body. Chairman of SSC will be jointly 
a chairman of SSO and both bodies will be directly subordinated to the Prime Minister. Organization 
and method of work of SSC and SSO will be stated later by government regulations, as well as the structure 
of possible regional statistical authorities.

However, the law already requires a clear reporting obligation for all the investigations decided 
by SSC. Now, it was possible to be inspired by statistical laws in Moravia, Hungary and some 
foreign states. The law must also include possible sanctions for non-compliance (fine, investigating 
the charges of guilty, possibly imprisonment), but also sufficient guarantees of protection of the provided 
individual data, which cannot be disclosed or given to another office (namely the tax office). Land Statistical 
Bureau in Prague with its staff and inventory will become the basis for building a much larger SSO. 
The law does not mention the future fate of the Land Statistical Offices in Brno and Opava(see Figure 6).
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Figure 6   Act on the Organization of Statistical Service in the Collection of Laws and Regulations

Source: Sbírka zákonů a nařízení státu československého. XI/1919 (pp. 59–60)
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The social-political committee of the Revolutionary National Assembly unanimously approved the law 
submitted (in other words print 147 with minor changes done and justified by Engliš) and recommended 
the plenary of RNA to approve it. The final draft of the law, with its extensive Engliš’s justification, was 
printed with the date 10th January 1919. It was handed out to the Members of Parliament as a print 323.  
The discussion of the law was listed as forth point of the program of 21st meeting of RNA held 
on 24th January. However, it was submitted at the next meeting on 28th January, when the law was accepted 
unmodified without objections (see above).

4 THE FIRST STEPS OF THE STATE STATISTICAL OFFICE
The approved Act on the state statistical service envisaged the issue of statutes of the Statistical State 
Council and the State Statistical Office in form of a government regulation and the appointment 
of the joint chairman of the two institutions (by the President of the Republic at the proposal of the Prime 
Minister). In this sense, the law had not been carried out for 10 months.

D. Krejčí with K. Engliš prepared a draft statute of the SSC and the SSO at the beginning 
of February, but the Prime Minister’s office decided 
to postpone the establishment of the two institutions 
in the approval of the forthcoming amendment 
to Act No. 49. The draft amendments to the law, 
prepared by the Ministry of the Interior, 
envisaged the limitation of SSO’s independence, 
its subordination to the Ministry f the Interior, 
and some other changes. The draft amendment was 
finally withdrawn, and Act No. 49/1919 Coll. was 
then applied throughout the First Republic. There 
has been no progress in organizing state statistics.

Inpatient Krejčí constantly presented and urged 
his proposals. The long-term presence of the Prime  
Minister at peace talks in Paris, riots at the border,  
conflicts with Hungary, and the economic 
and social problems of the new state had led 
to the permanent postponement of the organi-
zation’s statistical service.

Paragraph § 9 of the Act No. 49 was the only legal 
basis for action of SSO: “Land Statistical Bureau 
of the Kingdom of Bohemia in Prague … is delegated 
by the tasks of the State Statistical Office” … Despite 
that, the “father of Czechoslovakian statistics” Krejčí 
and his collaborators managed to develop to certain 
extent the activity of SSO. Gradually, new workers 
were recruited (during year 1919 increased the number of employees from 34 on 220). Among the most 
important we can mention Robert Kollar, Jan Náhlovský and  Antonín Boháč. The biggest problem was 
the lack of space equipment. SSO worked only in several modified rooms of the apartment building 
in Šeříková street at Malá Strana (Figure 7) that were “inherited” by the Land Statistical Bureau.

The solution to the government’s failure to apply the statistical law has not improved even after 
the appointment of the new govern-ment of Vlastimil Tusar. Disappointed Krejčí announced him 
the resignation to the managing post of SSO on 14th July 1919 (he has not been officially nominated 
yet to the leading position). Resignation was not accepted. Krejčí received a decree appointing him 

Figure 7   The oldest seat of SSO in Šeříková street 
No. 4/618

Source: Photo V. Puci (2019)
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14 Krejčí (1919, p. 16). Krejčí actually managed the Land Statistical Bureau already since 1905 without being appointed 
its head.

15 Jan Auerhan (1880–1942) studied law at the Czech University in Prague (graduation 1904) and worked in the Land 
Statistical Bureau in Prague since year 1906. He served in army in years 1914–1918.

as chairman of the SSO on 13th August. Since he was not nominated as the head of the SSC and as 
chief of a subdivision (sub-department) (both assumed the law No. 49), Krejčí perceived it as difficult, 
unjustified humiliation of his person.14 He refused the nomination and insisted on his resignation. 
The resignation was not decided during many months. The SSO leadership was actually taken over 
by Jan Auerhan.15

Figure 8   Statute of the Statistical State Council in the Collection of Laws and Regulations (1st page)

Source: Sbírka zákonů a nařízení státu československého. CXXXIV/1919 (p. 977)
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According to Act No. 49 the SSC was competent to determine the program and methods of statistical 
surveys. Until it was established, a special law had to be adopted in urgent cases. When the RNA 
discussed the government draft law on foreign trade statistics on 18th September 1919, it approved 
on the recommendation of its Financial Committee (the rapporteur was K. Engliš) besides the government 
draft law also two resolutions. They challenged the government to “with the fastest acceleration finally put 
into the life both authorities of state statistical service (SSC and SSO) established by the Act from 28th January 
1919, No. 49 Coll.”, appoint their chairman, issue their statutes and to “immediately provide adequate 
room and sufficient staff” for SSO. At the same time, RNA demanded the necessary autonomy for SSB  
in its activities.16 Government inaction in the matter of enforcement of Act No. 49 was also a subject 
of interpellation of a Member of RNA Rudolf Beran (and 21 others) on 14th November.17

Figure 9   Statute of the State Statistical Office in the Collection of Laws and Regulations (1st page)

16 Společná česko-slovenská digitální parlamentní knihovna – Národní shromáždění československé – stenoprotokoly.
17 Ibidem, print 1884; answer V. Tusar, print 2043.

Source: Sbírka zákonů a nařízení státu československého. CXXXIV/1919 (p. 980)
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On 28th November 1919 the statute of SSC and SSO was finally approved, both government regulations 
came into force by publishing in the Collection of Laws and Regulations on 12th December under No. 634 
and 635. The deputies of ministries, other central authorities, representatives of universities and technicians, 
local authorities, trade unions and statisticians including senior SSO were appointed as members of SSC. 
Tenure was six years. Members worked in committees for various statistical branches. The SSC Plenary 
Meeting approved the SSO’s annual work plan. It was binding also for natural and legal persons that 
were the subjects of reporting obligations. Resolution of SSC could be cancelled only by the government.

Statute of the SSO laid down the work conditions of the office according to the resolutions 
of the SSC, the relation of the SSO to the Office of the Prime Minister, to ministries etc. At the beginning, 
the SSO consisted of the presidium and 6 departments, which gradually started their activities, most 
often in the autumn of 1919.

At the end of 1919 a critical lack of space for an action of SSO was addressed. To the benefit of the SSO 
a large object of the Deaf Institute in Smíchov (former Karlova, present Holečkova street No. 4/104) was 
confiscated on 26th October. However, it was vacated and partially adapted for the purposes of statistical 
office gradually over the next two years. However, the eviction of a charitable institution from its own 
building did not contribute to the popularity of the statistical office in the public. In addition, an object 
with large halls, but lack of small workrooms, was not very suitable for the SSO.

Figure 10   Seat of State Statistical Office of in years 1920–1929 (contemporary postcard)

In February 1920, the issue of management of the two central statistical authorities was finally resolved. 
On 3rd February resignation of D. Krejčí was accepted and on 19th February his successor, František 
Weyr, was installed to the office. He was at that time a professor of constitutional law at the Faculty 

Source: The collection of postcards of P. Závodský
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of Law in Brno and, at the same time, its first dean.18 Since he could not simultaneously perform two posts 
in the state administration, he was appointed chairman of SSC and was only commissioned by the post 
of a chairman of SSO (he also received only a minor part of the salary on this position). Jan Auerhan was 
appointed vice-chairperson of SSO. Thanks to F. Weyr and K. Engliš a position of a professor of statistics 
at the Faculty of Law in Brno for D. Krejčí19 was created.

18  Also, František Weyr (1879–1951) studied law at the Czech University in Prague (doctorate 1904). He also worked 
at the Central Statistical Commission in Vienna (1905–1908) and in Land Statistical Bureau in Prague (1909–1912). Since 
year 1912 he was professor of law sciences at Czech Technical University in Brno, and since the year 1919 a professor 
at Law Faculty of Masaryk’s University. In years 1918–1920 sat in RNA (for the Czech Constitutionalist Party – like K. Engliš). 
He was as a member of the constitutional committee one of the authors of the new constitution of Czechoslovakia.

19  Weyr (2001, pp. 55–57). Krejčí had lectured before (since 1909) as honoured associate professor an agricultural statistics 
at Czech Technical University in Prague.

20  Praetor (a high official in Rome) does not care about insignificant issues.

Figure 11  František Weyr Figure 12  Jan Auerhan

Source: Photo from Archive of Masaryk’s University in Brno Source: Sekanina (1927, p. 154)

New head of SSO F. Weyr was entirely a different personality than F. Krejčí who was of tireless and 
of pedantic nature. As he mentioned in his memoirs (Weyr 2001, pp. 128–131) he led the SSO under 
the motto of the administrative of an antient Roma “minima non curat praetor”.20 In practice, it meant 
that he commuted to the statistical office from Brno usually every other week for less than three days. 
He then chaired the meetings of some committees of the SSC, had appointments with the senior 
officials of the office, made decisions on personal and other important issues and negotiated at the office 
of the Prime Minister, eventually with some ministers. He delegated management of current office affairs 
to the heads of SSO departments and other conceptual staff.
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During the first months of the year 1920 the Czechoslovak state statistics began to fully operate. 
On 24 March the first (extraordinary) meeting of the SSC of 49 members delegated by central authorities 
and other institutions under the current statute of SSC was held, 5 other members from ranks 
of renowned statisticians chose the plenum of the SSC. According to the proposal of deputy chairman 
of SSO, J. Auerhan, the members of SSC approved a work plan of SSO for the year 1920 and appointed 
14 committees of SSC for various sectoral statistics. In the coming weeks, SSC committees have already 
systematically started their work. Number of SSC members gradually increased. Further enlargement 
(up to 80 employees) happened after an amendment of the SSC statute by a government decree 
of 20 August 1920 (see References). Member of SSC were at that time almost all important representatives 
of statistics and related branches in Czechoslovakia.

Second (1st regular) plenary meeting of the SSC, held on 25th June 1920, discussed and approved the work 
plan of the SSO for the year 1921, when the first Czechoslovak census was planned (on 15th February).

According to the Statistics Act No. 49/1919 Coll., the Land Statistical Bureau became part of the SSO 
since 5th February 1919, but formally the employees were transferred already by the government decree 
on 21st May 1920. Number of employees of SSO was further increased. By the end of the year 1920 
the office employed as many as 505 persons (from which were 295 of women, none of them in any 
important position).

Even under difficult conditions, the SSO managed to launch publishing activities in 1920. A statistical 
magazine Československý statistický věstník (Czechoslovakian Statistical Bulletin) was published 
in the first year. It was the predecessor of today’s quarterly journal Statistika. In June 1920 Statistická 
příručka republiky Československé (Statistical handbook of Czechoslovak Republic) was published with 
106 pages 235 tables providing pre and post-war data about the area of a new state. At the same time, 
individual sheets Zprávy Státního úřadu statistického (Reports of State Statistical Office) began to appear. 
They offered various, often preliminary, results of elaborated statistical surveys. By the end of the year 
1920 a number of 22 issues of Zprávy (Reports) were published.21

CONCLUSION
In this article we focused on the establishment and initial development of the Statistical State Council 
and the State Statistical Office, especially in terms of legislation and organization. In the follow-up paper 
(in any of the next volumes of the Statistika journal) we will focus in detail on professional and scientific 
activities of both bodies of state statistics in Czechoslovakia. We will pay attention to the most important 
persons and publications of SSO to the roughly first half of 20s of the previous century.
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